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____________ LATE SATURDAY NIGHT____________
Mid. ffMV| BLADE RUNNNER

A super-deluxe version in full W-l-D-E S-C-R-E-E-N proportions and 
unequalled Truly Mondo Video stereo sound.
0 THE DARK SHADOWS MARATHON
Die-hard fans Tony Anderson and David Johannson have assembled 
yet another six-hour marathon of highlights from this 60s gothic soap.
0 MORONS FROM OUTER SPACE
Brainless aliens land on Earth and become famous rock stars.

2AM fTMVl THE LOST BOYS
Bring your dentures and a cup of your favorite red fluid while enjoying 
this hip updating of the vampire legend.
0 SPACEBALLS
Mel Brooks' satire is too-little-too-late (catch our "Quark" episodes 
running all weekend for a timely parody) but there are some solid 
laughs to be had in this send-up of “Star Wars."

4AM |TMV| THE FLY
Gore fans unite! While not for the weak-stomached, Canadian director 
David Cronenberg draws every bit of pathos (and blood) from this 
tragic story of a scientist who experiments on himself.
0 AMAZON WOMEN ON THE MOON
Ignore the 10c title. This collection of short sketches is centered 
around a late-night 50's sci-fi movie. Watch for Forry Ackerman!

________________ SUNDAY MORNING______________
6AM [fMVl RUNNING MAN

The Stephen King based story is now an adequate Arnold Schwar
zenegger action movie. Richard Dawson is the best thing in it.
0 THE HITCHHIKERS GUIDE TO THE GALAXY
Douglas Adams’ radio plays are turned into a BBC TV series. Earth- 
man Arthur Dent discovers there's a lot more going on in the galaxy 
than he suspected. Fortunately he brings his towel. In 7 parts.0 STAR WARS
George Lucas' adventure set a "a long time ago, in a galaxy far, far 
away" features a great score and amazing effects.

8AM ffMVl MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE
If you're about 8 years-old, this is a GREAT movie. The rest of us 
will have to be content to look at the beautiful costumes.
0 THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK
Wake up with Luke and Company as their adventures continue. Han 
Solo finally has his hot personality put on ice.

9AM 0 GOOD MORNING RUSTYCON!
Chris Clark and Jeff Harris will do just about anything to wake you 
up this morning. Come on down to the Phoenix ballroom and see 
the show live. We have real guests this year—really!

10AM ffMV| LEGEND
A rerun of our original European version of the Ridley Scott fantasy.
0 DOCTOR WHO: THE WRATH OF EUKOR
The Doctor regenerates and becomes a woman in this fan-made film.
0 JAPANIMATION: TONARI no TOTORO
“If everyone can come to meet us, we will welcome you. However, 
to our disappointment, many people probably cannot see us ... only 
tender hearts and eyes... can catch our forms... Please remember 
that in your heart for the future." —from a speech by the Totoros.

10:30 0 DOCTOR WHO: VISIONS OF UTOMU
Journey with the Doctor as she tries to liberate a prince who has 
been kidnapped by an evil magician.

11AM 0 PENTAGON WEST
Doctor Who lands in Seattle and finds strange goings-on at the Uni
versity of Washington.

11:30 0 DOCTOR WHO
In "Broken Doors" the Doctor and Carl face their ultimate challenge 
when they fall into the domain of a strange being.0 JAPANIMATION: DRAGON'S HEAVEN
It has been a thousand years since the rebel robots were defeated 
in the interstellar war in 3195, but peace has not arrived on the planet. 
However, the enemy has never before encountered the team of the 
noble Shaian and sassy Ikooru. In Japanese.

SUNDAY AFTERNOON
Noon ffMVl JAPANIMATION: MEGAZONE 23

Harmony Gold commissioned the English dubbing of this Japanese 
hit. Be sure to sit far away from the screen for the tentacles will get 
you! This includes scenes from the unreleased Robotech: The Movie. 
SOME MATERIAL MAY BE UNSUITABLE FOR CHILDREN.
0 BACK TO THE FUTURE
Marty McFly has real problems when he accidently ends up in 1955 
and causes his parents not to meet. With Christopher Lloyd.

12:15 0 RED DWARF
The promise of rescuing some women comes when the crew receives 
a message from a service robot.

12:45 0 RED DWARF
Rimmer subjects everyone to a terrible time when “Better Than Life," 
a new device that projects your wishes, comes on board.

1:15 0 MAX HEADROOM
"Body Bank.” Spares parts are a big commodity. Some people don't 
ask too many questions about the sources—except for Edison.

2 PM ffMV| LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS
Frank Oz directs this musical with nebbish Rick Moranis whose pet 
plant forces him into more and more dire straits.0 DOCTOR WHO
The Doctor has a run-in with his old enemies the Cybermen in “Silver 
Nemesis,” a 25th Anniversary story.
0 MASQUERADE RERUN
Last night’s presentation for those who couldn't get enough.

3:15 0 JAPANIMATION: ORANGE ROAD KIMAGURE
Yet more episodes from this atypical Japanese serial. We'll run 'em 
til yah drop.

4PM ffMV| INNERSPACE
Norwescon's no-show finally makes it here in this witty Joe Dante 
film where hypochondriac Martin Short finds he has more than just 
a pain in the butt when miniaturized astronaut Dennis Quaid is acci
dently injected into him. With Dennis McCarthy and Vernon Wells.
0 BRAZIL
Terry Gilliam's nightmare-comedy with Jonathan Pryce and Robert 
De Niro as citizens in a totalitarian society filled with ducts and Christ
mas cheer. If there ever is a funny version of "1984” this is it.

6 PM ffMVj TMV CLOSES
See yah next year!

B JAPANIMATION CONTINUES
VIDEO PROGRAMMING CONTINUES

Depending on our whims or yours we’ll keep broadcasting until mid
night as long as someone keeps watching.

The Video Department of Rustycon is under the auspices of Ryan K. 
Johnson, but he couldn't have gotten the job done without the assistance 
of Sharon Demuth, Walter Jung and Alan Halfhill. Thanks.

OTHER GOOD THINGS 
TO CATCH

QUARK—The classic 1978 comedy starring 
Richard Benjamin returns.

DR. WHO—Its the 25th season for the Doctor 
but with monsters like the Daleks and Cyber
men, will he make it to the 26th?

RED DWARF—A new SF comedy series 
in the tradition of “Quark” and “Dark Star.” 
Three millions years after a radiation accident 
aboard the mining ship Red Dwarf, the only 
survivors are maintenance technician Dave Lis
ter who was in suspended animation, his cat 
which has evolved into humanoid form 
and a hologram simulation of Arnold 
Rimmer—the most annoying man 
on the ship. The trio, along with the 
ship’s computer Hollie, attempt to get 
back to Earth—or at least find some 
girls along the way!

SALUTE TO STEVEN SPIEL
BERG—No other filmmaker has had 
such a string of successful movies, all of 
whom are genre-related. We’re proud to pre
sent a Film Festival of SS’s movies from “Jaws” 
(1975) to “Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom” 
(1985).

JAPANIMATION—-There’s plenty of action— 
and tentacles—this year, including Megazone 23 
which will be in Truly Mondo Video stereo.

GOOD MORNING RUSTYCON—Those 
early morning guys, Chris and Jeff, are back and 
they want you! Sunday morning, turn on the tube, 
or come on down to the Phoenix ballroom where 
we’ll be broadcasting live. Find out what’s going 
on, and what you missed. With special guests 
even!

MASQUERADE—OK, you all know what this is, 
but did you know it will be broadcast live Saturday 
night to all the rooms in the Hyatt? Avoid the crowds
and party at the same time.

JJ(JSTYCOn^6
VIDEO
SCHEDULE

LEGEND

This is it! The never-before-seen European cut featuring 
Jerry Goldsmith’s original score. We’re showing this twice 
(Friday night at 8 p.m. and Sunday morning at 10 a.m.) 
but seating is limited so arrive early._________________

WHERE TO SEE PROGRAMMING:
|TMV| Truly Mondo Video™. This is Rustycon's exclusive 
big-screen Dolby stereo surround-sound presentation makes this 
as much theatre-like as possible. Available only in the Continental
Room.

Q & Q Video Channels 2 & 8 can been seen in all rooms in the 
Hyatt, in our public viewing rooms International and Room 218 
next door.

Channels in parenthesis (e.g. (7)) are programs of interest being 
broadcast on regular television.
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__________ PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS________
________________ FRIDAY EVENING_____________
4PM ffMV] buckaroo banzai

Rustycon’s 50 hours of Truly Mondo Video gets underway with this 
cult classic.
0 FLASH GORDON
Alex Raymond's comic strip hero comes to life in Dino DeLaurentis' 
big-budget production. With Brian Blessed and Timothy "James Bond" 
Dalton.
0 HOWARD THE DUCK
After just two years we have an instant tradition (just add water!) by 
beginning our video programming with this turkey. Nice effects.

6 PM ffMV| COCOON
Ron Howard’s successful SF picture about aliens interacting with 
senior citizens in Florida. An Oscar went to Don Ameche.
0 THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL
One of the classics! Rober Wise directed this tale of man’s misun
derstanding of an alien’s visit to Earth.
0 STARMAN
John Carpenter s film inspired a TV series about man’s misun
derstanding oi an alien's visit to Earth. Waitaminute! Didn’t you just 
read this?

8 PM ffMVl LEGEND
Ridley Scott directs this fantasy starring Tom Cruise. This is the 
original European cut with Jerry Goldsmith's music. A completely 
different film than you've ever seen before. Rerun Sunday at 10 a.m.
El JAPANIMATION: ICZER ONE
A fusion of the three short Iczer videos in which Iczer-one and her 
partner Nagisa save the Earth from Big Gold and the Cutowolf. If 
you like tentacles, then this movie is for you!
0 QUARK
Captain Quark and his crew aboard the United Galaxy Garbage Col
lection ship must prevent a hostile cloud from reaching Earth. The 
1978 sitcom classic returns. More episodes throughout the weekend.
(7) BEAUTY AND THE BEAST

8:30 0 SAPPHIRE AND STEEL
Time Investigators Joanna Lumley and David McCallum are sent to 
S’ 3to studio where people in pictures begin coming to life.

LADYHAWKE
The 2nd in our Friday Fantasy Trilogy features Rutger Hauer and 
Michelle Pfeiffer as cursed lovers during the Middle Ages.
El STAR COPS
In the year 2023 Police Inspector Nathan Spring must develop "An 
Instinct for Murder" when his findings in an investigation contradict 
those of a compute' Music by Justin Hayward.
0 STAR TREK THE MOTION PICTURE
Sit back as we present a marathon screening of the four "Star Trek” 
films. The first one, released in 1979, rudely received by fans made 
a lot of money for Paramount and spawned four sequels.
(13) STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION

11PM 0 STAR COPS
Nathan Spring, now head of the Star Cops, has "Conversations with 
the Dead" when an accident aboard a shuttle puts it beyond rescue 
and dooms the crew to a slow and certain death.

Mid. ffMVl LABYRINTH
Ending our trilogy is this George Lucas/Jim Henson production of a 
young girl's journey into a strange land manipulated by the Goblin 
King (David Bowie).

El KNIGHTS OF GOD
In 21 st Century England after a Civil War, the nation is controlled by 
the religious tyranny of The Knights of God. Only a young man can 
find the true King to restore justice to the land. This semi-futuristic 
retelling of the King Arthur legend is presented as a 14 part serial.

12:15 0 STAR TREK II: THE WRATH OF KHAN
Nicholas Meyer directed this action packed tale of revenge and death.

1:40 fTMV] 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY
Arthur C. Clarke and Stanley Kubrick combined forces for this epic 
picture about man's past, present and future. In full widescreen prop
ortions and stereo.

2:05 0 STAR TREK III: THE SEARCH FOR SPOCK
It’s no surprise, they find him.

4 AM [TMVl 2010: ODYSSEY TWO
An unnecessary but well intended sequel to ”2001” directed by Peter 
Hyams.
0 STAR TREK IV: THE VOYAGE HOME
Kirk and company go forward into the past to save the Earth.

SATURDAY MORNING

rTMVl STEVEN SPIELBERG 
FILM FESTIVAL

From "Jaws” to "Close Encounters,” 
“E.T." and a fellow named Indiana 
Jones, they’ve all come from Steven 
Spielberg. Now see them all in this 
14-hour marathon. OK, we don't ex
pect you to sit through them all but 
whatever you see, it will give you a 
thrill. 
___________________________________/ 

6AM fTMVl JAWS
From a trite best-seller Spielberg and writer Carl Gottlieb created one 
of the most effective (and successful) thrillers ever. John Williams' 
score unfortunately is not in stereo but still makes this movie fly.
0 EXPLORERS
Three boys build a spaceship when aliens beam strange dreams into 
their minds.
0 TIME BANDITS
Terry Gilliam’s exciting time travel movie features many famous actors 
in cameo appearances. A young boy visits various eras when he 
inadvertently gets hooked up with a band of larcenous dwarves.

8AM fTMV| CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND
Spielberg's first true SF film is this popular tale of an Indiana man 
who experiences UFO’s and attempts to solve their mystery.
0 THE NEVERENDING STORY
A book whose story becomes real when read, propels a shy boy into 
an adventure in a fantastic land.
0 JAPANIMATION: ORANGE ROAD KIMOGURE
Fans of giant robots and tentacled monsters beware—for there aren’t 
any here! This whimsical, humorous portrayal of the love triangle 
between Madoka, Kyousuke and Kikaru is a multi-episode serial.

9 AM (7) PEE WEE’S PLAYHOUSE
Be sure and remember today's secret word!

10AM 0 DOCTOR WHO
The Doctor begins his 25th year by travelling back to hit roots in 1963 
London where he encounters “The Remembrance of the Daleks." An 
all-out action 4-part story.

0 GHOSTBUSTERS
This successful comedy features a trio of ex-University professors 
who go into business battling supernatural creatures to save New 
York.

10:30 fTMV| 1941
Spielberg's only true flop is still an epic comedy written by Robert 
Zemeckis and Bob Gale who later did "Back to the Future.”

_____________ SATURDAY AFTERNOON___________
Noon 0 JAPANIMATION: MACROSS—DO YOU REMEMBER LOVE?

The classic theatrical version of the Japanese "Macross” TV series 
which inspired "Robotech." Subtitled in English.
0 RED DWARF
"The End" is just the beginning for Dave Lister, where life aboard the 
space miner Red Dwarf as the lowest ranking crew member makes 
for a boring routine. But when the Captain discovers Lister's stowaway 
pet cat and orders Dave into stasis, the fun really begins . . .

12:30 ffMVl RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK
Spielberg's come-back film after “1941" and a feather in the cap for 
George Lucas and Harrison Ford. This 1981 adventure set in the 
30s chronicles the adventures of archeologist Indiana Jones.
0 RED DWARF
"Future Echoes" begin when Red Dwarf hits the speed of light. Events 
that haven’t happened can be seen. It isn’t a laughing matter for 
Lister when Rimmer sees him die sometime soon.

1PM 0 QUARK
The two-part send-up of Flash Gordon, “All The Emperor’s Quasi
Norms” features Ross Martin as an evil ruler who schemes to get 
The Big Secret from Quark and his crew.

2 PM 0 STAR COPS
Nathan Spring discovers a “smart" computer that can intercept any 
message, in "Intelligent Listening For Beginners."
0 THE WIZARD OF OZ
The “Star Wars" of the pre-atomic era, one of the greatest kids film 
ever made has it all—scary monsters, great music and beautiful sets. 
Follow the yellow brick road . . .

2:30 fTMV] AMAZING STORIES
In Spielberg's “The Mission," a crew aboard a B-52 try to rescue a 
trapped gunner before they must land. In stereo surround-sound with 
music by John Williams.

3 PM 0 STAR COPS
"Trivial Games and Paranoid Pursuits” during an investigation aboard 
the American space station Ronald Reagan, reveals a plot to cover 
up a missing scientist.

3:15 ffMVl TWILIGHT ZONE
Spielberg directs a remake of "Kick the Can” in this segment from 
The Motion Picture. Senior citizens discover “a little magic" with the 
help of Scatman Crothers.

4 PM [TMV| E.T.
An alien left behind by his ship accidently finds a friend in a young 
boy, in Steven Spielberg's "little" film that earned more money than 
any other in history.
0 MAX HEADROOM
“20 Minutes Into the Future,” Network 23 correspondent Edison Carter 
tries to discover who is covering up his investigation on Blipverts. 
(American version)
0 THE SPACE MOVIE
Breathtaking footage of various NASA missions is featured in this 
non-fiction movie. Rarely seen.

4:50 0 MAX HEADROOM
Theora and Edison discover the seamy side of “Rake Boarding,” a 
violent sport that has involved Theora's brother.

5:40 0 STAR TREK: THE PEPSI GENERATION
Baldly going where no one has gone before, this fan-produced parody 
of a certain series has been widely seen since its premiere last March. 
Someone has stolen all the Pepsi from Starbase 7-Up and Picard 
intends to get to the bottom of it.
□ DYNAMAN
"Mad Movie" style re-dubbed episodes featuring one of those live-ac
tion giant robot series from Japan.

SATURDAY EVENING
6 PM fTMV] INDIANA JONES AND THE TEMPLE OF DOOM

While not the greatest of sequels, Spielberg still delivers plenty of 
action—and gore—when Indy drops into India and is asked to help 
a village.
0 RED DWARF
A "Balance of Power" occurs between Lister and Rimmer when Lister 
insists on turning off Rimmer's hologram simulation so he can replace 
it with one of the female crew members.

6:30 0 RED DWARF
The Cat culture that has evolved on the ship may be a bit disappointed 
after three millions years of "Waiting For God”—it's Lister.

7 PM 0 RED DWARF
Lister becomes ill, and the mutated disease causes his "Confidence 
and Paranoia” to become personified.
0 JAPANIMATION: BUBBLEGUM CRISIS
First in a series of SFX shows depicts the actions of four pretty 
underground mercenary peace keepers in the year 2032. Shows in 
Tentacle-Color and subtitled for your enjoyment.
(13) STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION

7:30 0 RED DWARF
Now that there are two hologram simulations of Rimmer, he discovers 
you are your own worst enemy in “ME2”.

8PM ffMVl THE PRINCESS BRIDE
Rob Reiner directs this fantasy about true love in this witty adventure 
written by William Goldman (“Butch Cassidy").
0 RUSTYCON MASQUERADE
LIVE. Have the best seat in the house in your own room for our 
closed-circuit presentation. Start time approximate.
0 QUARK
“The Source" spoofs "Star Wars" as Quark is entrusted with a powerful 
weapon against the Gorgons.

9 PM 0 DOCTOR WHO
The Doctor lands on a bizarre planet where “The Happiness Patrol” 
roams around looking for killjoys.

10PM ffMVl ROBOCOP
Dutch director Paul Verhoeven delivers action—and satire—in the 
ultra-violent near-future of Detroit where corporate politics threaten 
public safety. Peter Weller is both victim and hero.
(13) FREDDY’S NIGHTMARES

10:15 0 HIGHLANDER
Stylish and pretty action flick with Christopher Lambert as an immortal 
attempting to find his destiny. Sean Connery makes the picture.

11 PM 0 STAR TREK: THE PEPSI GENERATION
Yet another run for this satire on the new “Star Trek" series.

11:15 0 DOCTOR WHO MAD MOVIE
Fans have redubbed “The Brain of Morbius," a gothic tale featuring 
a planet of hairdressers looking for a good set and perm.


